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This thesis examines the Beijing south moat park with a comparative case study of the Madrid 
Rio park. It contains three aspects that the BSM park is anticipated to achieve—a key to reviving 
city history, urban expressway landscape, and modern public space. In each aspect, the 
comparative case study of the Madrid Rio park, which is widely regarded as a successful public 
space transformation, will serve as the comparative study to illustrate the weaknesses of the 
current situation of the BSM park. Along with the analysis of two other case studies, 
Montgomery, Alabama and Cheonggyecheon, Seoul, this thesis seeks to provide comprehensive 
recommendations in different aspects of the BSM park by extracting and purifying the strength 
and weakness of the comparative case studies. The overall key findings include 
recommendations that fit in four categories: cultural heritage, reconnecting segmented spaces, 
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Beijing, once the world’s most populous city in the sixteenth century, has been through the era of 
demolition, and now stands among world cities with a new look. After massive and rapid 
modernization, it is truly too late to try to bring back the courtyards and ​hutongs​ that have been 
razed, but planners can still help to hold the narrative in the air by renovating and recalling 
history through existing and future planning projects. That being said, as planners, what more 
specifically should we do to guide people to once again feel the historic sense of the city, and at 
the same time produce better public space to meet people’s needs?  This paper will use the 
Beijing South Moat park (later referred to as the BSM park) as a case to examine what the city of 
Beijing should do to improve its public spaces to reach the mutual benefits of meeting people’s 
needs of public space and preserving history. Ever since the first time I visited the city of 
Madrid, I couldn’t help wondering how similar Madrid and Beijing are. They are both capitals of 
a country, lack access to water, and feature higher altitude topography. When studying the 
Madrid Rio project, I found an even more intriguing fact: both cities built their ring road along a 
major river and have put much effort into renovating the riparian space to become a public park. 
Throughout the paper, the city of Madrid and the Madrid Rio riparian project will act as the 
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Figure 1: the BSM park       Figure 2: Madrid Rio park 
 
1.2 Background 
1.2a Beijing South Moat Park Project 
In the old city area of Beijing, there are a total of 33 significant historic districts which cover a 
third of the area of the old city. However, due to an urbanization process based on poor planning 
principles and preservation awareness, many of these historic districts were destroyed from the 
Republic of China era to the first decade of the twenty-first century (Zhu, Han, Wu, 2018). These 
historic districts are characterized by traditional courtyard houses and ​hutongs​. ​Hutongs ​are the 
alleys that shape the edges of Beijing courtyards. People live in the courtyards and have social 
lives in the ​hutongs​ from generation to generation. Regrettably, beginning from the last decade 
of the twentieth century, due to the urbanization process, thousands of ​hutongs ​and Beijing 
courtyards have been destroyed (Meyer, 2009). 
 
In terms of historic preservation, the tragedy of Beijing has already occurred. After decades of 
destructing historic structures, the government and people have started to realize the significance 
of Beijing’s history. This history belongs not only to Beijing’s citizens and the Chinese people, 
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but also to the entire world. Nonetheless, the situation has changed gradually in a positive way as 
the politicians and citizens are becoming aware of the importance of preserving what is left of 
city history. Currently, the government has begun to preserve the historical courtyards and 
hutongs​, and even trying to reconstruct some of the historic gate towers and city walls. 
Regardless of whether the government’s actions are appropriate or not, as planners, we ought to 
take the responsibility of reviving city history through proper planning. The BSM park is a good 
space to start.  
 
The Beijing moat system contains three major sections, the Forbidden City moat, the Front Three 
Gates moat, and the Outer City moat. Currently, only the Forbidden City moat and the south part 
of the Outer City moat still exist. Though the history of moat construction in the ancient city of 








Figure 3: Water system of old city of Beijing 
 
Apart from its original defensive purpose for the city moat, this moat can also serve as a 
supplement to land transportation, and a place for sightseeing. Back in the Ming and Qing 
dynasties (1368-1912), the city moats were used as part of the public transit system. People in 
Beijing commonly took boats along the city moat to travel from place to place. Every year 
during the Lantern Festival, lights and lanterns are lit up along and on the Front Three Gates 
moat (Xu, 2005). In 1982, the Beijing city government revised the master plan of Beijing, and 
defined the city moat to be a landscape riverway. Over the next ten years, both the north moat 
and south moat were restored comprehensively.  
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                         Figure 4: City layout of Beijing 
Currently, the south part of the second ring road runs right next to the southern moat. In addition, 
the side road of the second ring road was built on the side of the moat, so that the moat is 
sandwiched in the middle of these roads. The surrounding areas were historically residential 
areas. The river also attaches to three of the Beijing’s most important public parks, Temple of 
Heaven, Taoranting Park, and Longtan Park. Before the major gentrification of old Beijing city 
in the first decade of the 21​st​ century, the areas along the river were mainly occupied by 
one-story housing. After the gentrification, most of the area is now residential towers, which 
means the population density along the riverside area has increased significantly. With this 
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situation, the demand for a public park space has also multiplied. Currently, the area along the 
river is mostly occupied by residential communities with a number of mixed-use commercial 
spaces. There are also several fly-overs spanning the river, including Yuting Bridge, 
Tiantandonglu, and Yongdingmen Street.  
 
Since entering the 21​st​ century, the government started a water restoration process at the BSM. In 
addition, other strategies have been applied to the riverside in order to increase the opportunities 
for public use, such as constructing the riverbanks, planting more greenery and trees, adding 
infrastructure. As a result, the function of the river was switched from drainage channel only to 
both a drainage channel and a park. Currently, there is a recreational linear park existing on the 
eastern portion of the moat. The park is geared toward the public. By preserving the existing 
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plants, the project enriches plant species, and highlights the spatial hierarchy and seasonal 
change. In order to meet the functional demands of passive and active recreational uses of the 
residents, the design of the park combines infrastructure with amenities and landscaping. For 
example, the slopes of the water banks are gentle, so that it provides an opportunity for people to 
get closer to the river. In terms of embracing Beijing’s history, the project also blends in different 
themes of traditional Beijing intangible cultural heritage, which will be discussed further in the 
following parts of the thesis. Despite all these improvements, the BSM park is still at its 
beginning stage. 
 








Figure 7: Diagram showing the bridges and adjacent public spaces of the Madrid Rio park 
1.2b Madrid Rio Project 
Walking in the park of Madrid Rio, I couldn’t help myself thinking about how Beijing could 
have done the similar thing as Madrid has done to create a more attractive riparian space for its 
citizens, especially given the fact that the real public space in the center area of Beijing is so 
limited. Most of the parks within the third ring road are only accessible with an entrance fee. 
Taking advantage of the existing city moat and implementing a public accessible riparian park 
along the city moat will not only benefit the citizens who live close by the BSM, but also 
everyone who lives in Beijing. The Madrid Rio project is a perfect example indicating how 
people and the government of Madrid treat their one and only water source in the city, even 
when the river courses’ width of the Manzanares River is only about a third of BSM’s width.  
 
The city of Madrid, unlike Beijing, has been known for the walkability of its streets for many 
years. Benefiting from the integrated system of streets and plazas, living in Madrid can be very 
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enjoyable with a rich public life. Cafes, restaurants and shops are numerous along the streets in 
Madrid. The Madrid Rio project is another type of public space achievement. Manzanares River 
is located to the west of the city of Madrid, where the Madrid Rio project was built along the 
bank. The area adjacent to the Madrid Rio project is mostly residential with the Atletico Madrid 
soccer field, a large shopping mall, and a cultural center being located right next to the river. 
Along the banks of the river, a number of residential superblocks are located with mixed-use 
commercial spaces. Commenced in 2004 and completed in late 2011, the Madrid Rio is the green 
belt of Madrid. It introduced a massive area of public and green spaces, with 17 different play 
areas for children, and over 9,000 pine trees along the river. Amenities like benches, tables, trash 
bins, and so on, are abundantly distributed throughout the park. Once an area with excessive 
amounts of traffic, as well as noise and smog, the Manzanares riverside area now has become a 
green and healthy destination for families, couples, kids, and tourists. What is behind all the 
improvements is the design idea of lowering the M-30 motorway below ground, in order to 
create public open space above.  
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In the 1960s and 1970s, the city of Madrid experienced rapid industrial development. During this 
time, the M-30 highway was constructed next to and partially over Manzanares. It created noise 
and pollution, which led to a great deal of complaints from the nearby residents. The highway 
marked a turning point in the river’s history, since it is the beginning of the greater specialization 
of the river bank for rapid transit. What’s more, the siting of the M-30 made it nearly impossible 
for pedestrians to walk across the river from one bank to the other. The M-30 highway also 
subjectively created a clear boundary between the inner city and the outside neighborhoods 
(2015, Burgos). In the first few years of the 21​st​ century, the government started the river 
restoration project and the M-30 highway was relocated to underground before the construction 
of Madrid Rio park.  
 
1.2c Overall public space comparison of Beijing and Madrid 
Before the demolition era, the ​hutongs​ were essentially the form of public space in Beijing. The 
private space in the courtyards and ​hutongs​ are perfectly separated by door thresholds. Once 
stepped over the threshold of the courtyard home toward outside into the ​hutong, ​life becomes all 
public. People chatted with their neighbors and had social life in the ​hutongs, ​including playing 
chess and sports. Small retails could also be founded in most of the ​hutongs​ during the day. The 
retailers were part of the local community as they often became friends with the neighbors over 
time. Ever since Beijing became the capital of ancient China, the parks have been designed for 
Emperors to conduct worship and sacrifice, including Temple of Heaven, Temple of Agriculture, 
Temple of the Sun, Temple of Earth, Temple of the Moon. Back then, ordinary people could not 
enter these parks in most circumstances. Entering to the modern era, most of the parks in Beijing 
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were enclosed by fences and could only be entered with admission fees. According to the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, “a public space refers to an area or 
place that is open and accessible to all people regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age or 
socio-economic level.” (UNESCO, 2019) A park that acquire admission fee for entry cannot be 
considered as a real public space because there always will be people who cannot afford to enter 
the park. Therefore, the number of real public parks is very limited. They are located far away 
from the city center without public transit access. When discussing the current Chinese cities’ 
public space, one argument can be made: every gated community in Chinese cities has their own 
public space within the community. However, a majority of the gated communities can only be 
accessed by their own residents. Resulting from the decrease of urban life in the ​hutongs ​and the 
fact that very limited new public spaces have been created, Beijing citizens’ needs of public 
spaces have been amplified. Kids are eager to find place to play games. Adults complain about 
the endless buildings and roads. Retired people seek to play chess and poker in accessible places 









Figure 9: A sketch of social life basing on a real picture of ​hutong 
 
Under Franco’s dictatorship from 1939 to 1975, one of the Francoist policies was to control and 
surveillance people’s use of public space—prohibiting gatherings of more than a few people on 
the streets or in the public spaces (Palmer, 2011). Many streets in old city of Madrid still serve as 
one form of public space. In addition to the human-scale streets, a great number of public plazas 
are formed in the core city center of Madrid, from the famous Plaza de España and Puerta del 
Sol, to countless small public squares in each neighborhood. These public squares are often 
occupied by people in all ages to have various public life. Today, with the commencement of 








Figure 10:A public square in Malasaña, Madrid 
 
1.3 Literature Review 
1.3a Measures of public space 
Public spaces play an important role in our urban life. It can be used as the purpose to relax, 
walk, interact with others, for fresh air, and to have fun (Hass, Olsson, 2013). A successful 
public space should possess several crucial attributes. First, in terms of access and linages, a 
public space should be accessible to all people and able to accommodate their activities. To 
become a successful public space, it should achieve the following objectives: convenient 
geographical location, well-connected to public transportations, high visibility to the public, and 
barrier-free access (Ramlee, 2018). Second, an ideal public space should be utilized by all kinds 
of people for multi-layer and various activities. It should not only serve the needs of the local 
public, but also be attractive to tourists. Third, a successful public space should facilitate social 
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interactions among people. This can be achieved through eliminating obstructions that 
discourage interactions, incorporating amenities that promote recreational activities, hosting 
performances and exhibitions.  
 
1.3b The Beijing South Moat Park  
With post-modernist theory finally recognized by Chinese policy-makers and planners, people 
started to realize the importance of culture to a historic city like Beijing. The BSM park also 
needed to be identified as the cultural belt of Beijing. As the city cultural belt, the Beijing moat 
riparian space should embrace the cultural DNA of the entire city, including the historic culture 
and current cultural imperatives.  
  
To make this possible, the idea of replacing a car-oriented concept with a human-oriented 
concept of planning has been proposed by several scholars. Ever since the rise of car cultures, 
cities all over the world have been transformed into different forms to support the needs of places 
to drive cars, park cars, refuel cars and so on. Cars completely change people’s daily lives both 
in good ways and bad ways. All of these have occurred and are happening all over the world, yet 
the speed and scale of the transformation of Chinese cities are unprecedented. Streets in many 
Chinese cities which used to be human-oriented, are now mostly planned and designed with a 
car-oriented concept. One argument is that, as the barrier dividing the old city and the new city 
area, the current second ring road could be the barrier to partially restrict cars from entering the 
old city. By doing so, it could alleviate the impact of cars on the inner city, and moreover, the 
second ring road greenbelt could potentially be the center of a non-motor vehicle system. 
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To replace the current automobile city with a city of human nature, the Beijing moat riparian 
space needs to be modified as an urban greenbelt public space (Li, 2014). Furthermore, to better 
illustrate the concept of human-oriented space, the Beijing moat riparian area should provide the 
metropolitan area with a series of non-vehicular traffic systems. For short-term strategies to 
renovate the Beijing moat, four elements that define the riparian space have been proposed in 
previous studies: space, connection, environment, and culture, respectively. For the space 
element, the goal is to, in some degree, neutralize the negative influence from the expressway, 
public space should be implemented. That is not just to say the provision of green space and 
landscape, but cultural and commercial space as well. The continuous development of the 
expressway function of the second ring road should be restrained. Since, transverse traffic is 
expected to be improved, the pedestrian and bicycle paths connecting two sides of the banks 
should be designed with better handicap accessibility and walkability. In order to improve the 
environmental function of the riparian space, the design process should address ecology and low 
carbon goals. Lastly, being one of the iconic characteristics of the old Beijing city, the Beijing 
moat riparian area is expected to shoulder the responsibility of revitalizing both the historic and 
popular culture of the city (Li, 2014). However, with visions provided in Li’s dissertation, he 
does not offer feasible plans to achieve the objective of promoting human-oriented space. The 
relationship between human and water, and the park’s current poor connectivity to the public 
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This riparian space has also been discussed in long-term future development plans. The research 
project ​Second Ring 2049 Beijing ​by OPEN Architects proposes restoring human scale streets in 
the riparian space and transforming the space into a ring park around the old city (Chen, 2011). 
Firstly, the plan introduces the idea of replacing the current car lanes on the second ring road 
with open space for pedestrians and cyclists. Instead of private car transportation, the plan 
proposes to improve the underground public transportation to meet people’s needs of travelling. 
What’s more, it advises that the moat’s water should be restored further as back to its 
pre-industrial water quality levels (Chen, 2011). The plan provides a good reference of the future 
of BSM park. It seeks to reduce the second ring road’s current six lanes to two lanes and release 
the space to public use. However, being a visionary plan of the park’s long-term potentials, the 
plan does not provide alternatives to the reduced traffic capacity, which may further worsen the 
severe traffic congestion situation.  
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Figure 11: Rendering for the 2​nd​ Ring Beijing 2049 plan 
 
1.3c Madrid Rio Park 
Ever since the Madrid Rio project was completed in 2011, it has drawn the attention of the 
design community. It has won a number of prizes including the 12​th​ Veronica Rudge Green Prize 
by Harvard University for best Urban Design in 2015. The project is best known for reducing 
private traffic and increasing the urban integration. Before the construction of the park, the M-30 
highway bifurcated the city, separating the city from its river. It acted as an urban barrier. After 
the highway was submerged, it released an enormous riparian space along the river in the heart 
of Madrid ​(Hernández-Lamas, Rubio Gavilán, 2016). 
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   Figure 12: Overall plan of Madrid Rio 
 
The establishment of the Madrid Rio park has transformed what used to be polluted and noisy 
traffic way into what is now one of the best destinations in the city for relaxation and recreation. 
The pedestrian and bike networks of the park are considered successful both in terms of leisure 
use and circulation. Bridges across the Manzanares River had always been highlights of the 
riparian space, and the Madrid Rio project made them once again attractive. In accordance with 
enabling better connection between both sides, two bridges across Manzanares, the Segovia and 
Toledo Bridges, were restored and renovated to improve pedestrian and bike access. 
(Hernández-Lamas, Rubio Gavilán, 2016)​ The project pays special attention to revitalizing and 
visualizing the history of the river and the city as well as incorporating contemporary art. Madrid 
Rio did its best to keep the original look of the historic bridges without compromising their 
modern uses, and managed to recover the elements on the site to match the image of the Goya 
painting ​La pradera de San Isidro. ​(Hernández-Lamas, Rubio Gavilán, 2016)​ At the same time, 
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the modern Arganzuela Footbridge, and the Puentes Cascara non-vehicular traffic bridge, are the 
perfect proof of how Madrid Rio blended modern elements into the historic space. Although it 
has been controversial due to its high cost and lengthy construction, Madrid Rio is still one of the 
best international examples of recovery of riparian public space without losing motorway traffic 
capacity. (Holmes, 2018) It features great connectivity and accessibility both within the park and 
to the local public transportation system. With the carefully designed pedestrian only bridges on 
Madrid Rio park, people are able to move from one riverbank to the other freely without sharing 
the bridge with motor-vehicles. The Madrid Rio park also incorporates a various kind of 
amenities and recreational facilities that attract people with different ages and visiting purpose.  
 
1.4 Research Design 
This study mainly adopts a qualitative approach to research design, which includes three 
sections: scholarly research, interviews, and spatial research. The purpose of the research is to 
comprehensively understand the past and the current situation of the BSM, which will lay a 
foundation for the future planning of the Beijing south moat area. 
 
1.4a Scholarly research 
In this section, a great amount of city of Beijing history and the Beijing moat related topics were 
investigated. This includes the general introduction to Beijing city history, what things have done 
to both accelerate and destroy the historic preservation aspect of the city, the history of the city’s 
water system, the evolution process of Beijing moat, and the current situation and proposals for 
the BSM. For those future or adopted proposals on BSM, deep dive analyses are necessary to 
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understand the current development trend of the riparian area. In addition to research on the main 
riparian space, the BSM, I also plan to do in-depth research on the major comparison project 
Madrid Rio, and the Cheonggyechon project in Seoul.  
 
1.4b Interviews 
This section contains two parts, which are the interviews with people who use the riparian space, 
and interviews with my own family members who lived alongside the BSM for a very long time. 
In the first section, I talked to the users on site and got a sense of why people come to the 
riparian space and what activities they enjoy in the space. For the second section of interviews, I 
interviewed my grandfather (born in 1936), my grandmother (born in 1933), and my father (born 
in 1968). The interviews consist of questions to help me understand how people engage in the 
riparian space differently over time, and what the residents who lived adjacent to the BSM feel 
about the space. In addition to this, the interviews with my grandfather and my grandmother was 
videotaped which later served as part of the introductory video of the BSM park.  
 
1.4c Spatial research 
To analyze the visual and physical spatial qualities of the study area, the research also includes 
first hand observations, illustrative diagrams and a short documentary video. First, I went to the 
BSM site to observe the users’ behavior in the park, and take pictures and videos to better 
visualize the park’s conditions and daily usage. At the same time, I also focused on identifying 
the weaknesses of the park and discussed them in the paper with the help of simple illustrative 
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diagrams. Then, after the on-site investigations, the pictures and videos were filtered and edited 
to serve as the figures in this thesis and part of the introductory video of the BSM park.  
Part 2. Beijing South Moat Park as a Key to Reviving City History 
 
2.1 Introduction and History of Beijing and its City Moat 
The history of Beijing dates back 3000 years. However, it was not until 1271, when the 
Mongolian King Kublai Khan formally unified the whole country and adopted “Yuan” as the 
new dynasty’s name, that Beijing first became the capital of the nation. After that, Beijing served 
three dynasties as the capital, which were the Yuan, Ming, and Qing. Today, Beijing is still the 
capital of China and continues its long and rich history as the country’s political and cultural 
center. During each of the three historical dynasties, the city moat played a crucial part in 
accordance with the city’s defensive system. From the Yuan dynasty to the Qing dynasty, the 
city moat always defined the city’s boundary no matter how the form and border of the city 
shifted. The city moat of Beijing has not only carried its own history, but also served as the guard 
to protect the city’s history.  
 
Similar to many city moats around the world, the city moat in Beijing contains four major 
components: the city wall, the bridges, the city gates, and the river moat itself. The city wall was 
constructed on the inside of the city moat. The bridges were built over the river and connected to 
the city gates. With the four components functioning together, the city moat was able to prevent 
from wild animals and human enemies.  
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Figure 13: Map of Beijing - Inner city and Outer city. 
To understand the formation of the city moat system of Beijing, we need to first discuss how the 
old city of Beijing was shaped. In the Ming and the Qing dynasties, the city of Beijing contained 
four parts, the Forbidden City, the Imperial City, the inner city and the outer city. The entire city 
was formed with the Forbidden City being the center of the city. The city had a total of 
thirty-two gates. Nine of them were located on the inner-city wall, and seven of them were on the 
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In ancient Chinese cities, the road network within the city walls was usually planned in a grid 
system. Outside the city wall, there was always a ring road encircling the city. In addition to the 
actual ring road surrounding the city, the city wall itself in Chinese cities traditionally was wide 
enough to serve as an “elevated ring road”. In the Ming and the Qing dynasties, the city wall of 
Beijing was 12 meters high with a width. This was the very early pre-auto form of a ring road in 
the city of Beijing.  
 
After the 1949 revolution, the central government of China decided to build a new city on the 
base of the old Beijing city. A few months after the establishment of the new China, a renowned 
architect and historic preservationist, Sicheng Liang, who marked all the historical sites in the 
Kyoto region to protect the sites when the U.S. Air Force was bombing Japan during the Second 
World War, came up with a proposal for the government to protect the old city by locating the 
new city to the west of the old city. He suggested preserving the city wall and restoring the city 
moat. He was the first to propose a three-dimensional riparian park along the city wall and moat. 
The major opposition to Liang’s idea came from a civil engineer scholar Nangui Hua. He argued 
that the city wall was historically used to segregate the nobility and civilian populations in 
ancient times. Hence, removing the city wall would promote the spirit of egalitarianism and 
socialism. He also claimed that the residents who lived along the city wall suffered from 
insufficient sunlight and unventilated air flow. He recommended that removing the city wall 
would both provide materials for new construction as well as guide the city to a more egalitarian 
future. As we all know today, sadly the government adopted his proposal to remove the city wall 
rather than Liang’s proposal to preserve it. Due to the special historical period and for political 
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reasons, the government at that time did not realize the importance of preserving its city history. 
Today, people have started to realize how forward-looking Liang’s preservation proposal was 
and regret that the government and society were not ready for Liang’s ideas. 
 
Figure 14: A sketch of Liang Sicheng’s ring stereoscopic park  
 
Starting in 1952, the people of Beijing were encouraged to dismantle the city wall gradually. 
Within a few years, the wall was demolished. My grandmother was one of them. “The Japanese 
devils damaged the city wall relentlessly before the liberation (1949). After the liberation, we 
didn’t know the significance of the city wall, the government encouraged people to take the 
bricks from the city wall. Some bricks were taken to build pigsties, some were taken to build 
houses. Back then, people were too poor to purchase new bricks. I, myself, actually participated 
in taking bricks. The factory I worked for asked me to build a kitchen shed with the bricks to 
cook for the workers.” said my grandmother (Geng, 2019). In the next few years, to improve the 
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traffic passing through inside and outside of the old city area, most of the original nine gates that 
protected the city were removed (Geng, 2019). In 1969, the last remaining part of city wall of 
Beijing was demolished when the subway was constructed, and the second ring road was built 
along the former path of the city wall.  
 
After much demolition over three decades, the ancient capital of China is now at a moment to 
re-evaluate its development. Government officials are increasingly thinking highly of the 
importance of preserving city history. The government is currently trying different approaches to 
revive the city history, including a great effort on promote the history of the central axis to 
further have fourteen heritage on the central axis apply for world heritage (UNESCO, 2019). 
2.2 Current situation of BSM 
As historic preservation becoming more and more important to the government’s overall 
objective, some initiatives to revive the history of the city moat have been proposed. Beijing 
Greenway, which belongs to Beijing Municipal Bureau of Landscape and Forestry, is in charge 
of the renovation of Beijing city moat and its riparian space. The entire loop of the Beijing city 
moat is divided into nearly thirty parks with different names and themes (see Fig 15). The names 
of the parks are all in four Chinese characters and adopt a traditional way of naming, which 
provides a sense of tradition and history. In addition to this, some amenities, including traditional 
style Chinese houses (see Fig 16), ornamental columns (see Fig 17), and corridors, have been 
implemented on the river bank. Although appreciated by people, these efforts are not enough 
considering the rich history of this the moat. To truly revive the city’s history, the city cannot 
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only work on the superficial illustration of traditions. More fact based and substantial approaches 
should be incorporated into the project.  
 
  
        Figure 15: Parks with different names             Figure 16:  Traditional Chinese style pavilion 
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2.3a Case study of Montgomery, Alabama 
The riverfront park of Montgomery, Alabama, is a good example of the implementation of the 
approach of reviving city’s history in the riparian space. Montgomery in the state of Alabama is 
one of the most historic cities in the United States. From the plantation economy era to the slave 
trade, from the Civil War to the Civil Rights Movement, many important historical events were 
held in Montgomery. In the nineteenth century, the city of Montgomery blossomed due to 
Alabama’s expanding cotton economy, which was sadly fueled by slave labor. The slaves often 
arrived on the Alabama River, via steamboats to the port of Montgomery’s riverfront, and later 
they were shackled and sold in the city’s slave markets. Nowadays, the riverfront area has 
become a riparian park (see Fig 18). Activities including riverboat rides, concerts, and other 
events make this place an entertainment destination for people of all ages. Starting from 2014, a 
new program has been added to this riverfront park. Ken Ward’s Eagle Scout project created an 
exhibition concrete wall on the site, on which there is a physical slideshow that displays the 
city’s history from 1814 to the present (see Fig 19). “Many people will learn something they 
didn’t know before, and it will encourage them to go and explore the many historic sites the city 
has to offer,” Ken Ward said (Johnson, 2014). Given a city that has so much history which is 
hard to be spatialized, it is crucial to showcase the history at a location that is historically 
irreplaceable and commonly accessible by the public. By doing so, the historical exhibition not 
only helps people understand the city’s history better, but also offers people one more reason to 








Figure 18: Montgomery’s riverfront park     Figure 19: Slideshow exhibition 
 
2.3b Case study of Madrid, Spain 
The city of Madrid shares many elements in common with the city of Beijing. Though 
archaeological sites indicate that the presence of human settlers along the banks of the 
Manzanares River go back to the Paleolithic era, the origin of Madrid is commonly considered as 
having been during the time of the Muslim invasion in the ninth century (Perini, Paola, 2017). 
The Manzanares River historically played an important role of defending and protecting the city 
and its citizens. In the 14​th​ century, there were two famous old bridges sitting on the Manzanares 
River of Madrid, which were the “Puente Segoviana” (see Fig 20) and the “Puente Toledana” 
(Escardó, 2007). 
 Figure 20: Puente Segoviana 
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Historically, Madrid faced similar planning issues Beijing is facing today. In the 1930s, with the 
emergence of vehicular traffic, the Puente de Segovia, which had an original width of 8.65 
meters, was too narrow to allow two lanes of car traffic. In addition to this, at the end of 1940s, a 
significant effect on the Puente de Segovia occurred when the course of the river was channeled 
under the bridge for the first time. Consequently, the Puente de Segovia was widened to the 
current 31 meters and its height was adjusted to accommodate to the water level. However, when 
the Puente de Toledo confronted the same situation and was planned to be widened, the engineer 
Carlos Fernández Casado, who devoted his life to these bridges, challenged the Puente de 
Segovia scheme and argued that the Puente de Toledo should be preserved and left in its 
completeness. He suggested building two new bridges to fulfill the needs of the urban road 
network, whereas the original bridges would no longer serve their original function yet still be 
the monumental gates of Madrid. Fernández Casado also pointed out the technical differences 
between the Puente de Toledo and the Puente de Segovia made it inappropriate to follow the 
same renovation process. Unlike the destiny of Sicheng Liang’s proposal, Fernández Casado’s 
plan was adopted and carried out in the 1970s. The original Puente de Toledo became the 
designated bridge for pedestrians, and the new motorway bridges were projected by Fernández 
Casado himself and implemented properly distanced from the original stone bridge (Escardó, 
2007). Since then, the historic significance of the two old bridges was never neglected even 
during the large-scale reconstruction of the M-30 highway. Today, the two historic bridges, 
especially the better-preserved Puente de Toledo, are great demonstrations of the river’s history 
and continuously reminding people the city’s glorious past.  
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    Figure 21: Puente de Toledo 
 
2.4 Recommendations for BSM 
Admittedly, some of the approaches in the cases of Montgomery and Madrid Rio to promote 
their cultural heritage are too late to be achieved on the BSM as the original city wall and bridges 
do not exist anymore. However, some strategies can still be applied to the future of the BSM.  
 
Recommendation 1: Slide Show 
The simple idea at Montgomery’s riverfront of physically displaying the history with a series of 
slideshows could be done for the BSM. Implementing compact publicity boards could work fine 
(see Fig 22), but to be catchier and more attractive to people, technologies can be incorporated 
into the presentation. Touch screen with interactive interface conveying the city history could 
work well, especially for curious kids. A station of visual reality or artificial intelligence 
experience can also be integrated into the site to lively embody the history. The city government 
could promote events through a high-tech visual experience to attract high-tech companies to 
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advertise their products with historic information. The riverbank of the BSM is a good location 
to carry out an electronic showcase. It would be even better to have an electronic showcase to 












  Figure 22: Publicity board 
Recommendation 2: Tour Boats 
As mentioned earlier in the introduction section, it was common for people to take boats on the 
city moat to travel from place to place back in the Ming and Qing dynasties. Today, because of 
the relatively narrow riverway and the existence of other more efficient ways of transporting 
people and freight, water transport of any kind has disappeared. In many cities on water around 
the world, such as Amsterdam, Paris, Istanbul and so on, though water transport is not as 
important as it was before the industrial revolution, we can still see boats floating and voyaging 
on the water night and day. Those are the tour boats for tourists to quickly get to know the city. 
Typically, while perhaps enjoying dinners or drinks, tourists will listen to the city’s stories and 
history on podcasts. In consideration of the limited width and depth of the BSM, it is not fair to 
compare it to the abundant river resources of Amsterdam and Paris, but the idea of a tour boat 
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will not be a difficult task as the moat was once used as the carrier of water transport. By 
introducing the tour boat on the BSM (summer only as the river freezes during winter time), it 
will not only provide people another way of engaging the city moat, but also provides the 
opportunity and platform to convey people the moat’s history along with the city history while 
passing by all of the historic sites of the gates and bridges.  
 
Part 3. Beijing South Moat Riparian Park as an Urban Expressway 
Landscape 
 
3.1 Introduction to the overall transportation development of Beijing and the development 
history of the second ring road 
When the People’s Republic of China was founded in 1949, the total population of Beijing was 
only around two million. Before the economic reform under Mao Zedong’s regime and with the 
impact from the Soviet Union’s urban planning theories, the streets in major Chinese cities were 
broadened significantly to meet the needs of the crowd gathering and movement, and even for 
temporary military uses. However, due to historical reasons, most of the streets in Chinese cities 
stayed narrow and friendly to bikes and pedestrians. Due to the fact that auto vehicles were not 
popular under the poor economic situation in China at that time even the new wide streets were 
mostly used by pedestrians and bicyclists (Zhou, 2005). 
 
After the Chinese economic reform in 1978, China began developing rapidly both in terms of 
economy and city growth. With massively increasing in vehicle ownership, Chinese cities faced 
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the issue of severe traffic congestion. The solution that the politicians and planners came up with 
was simple, easy, low-cost, yet shortsighted. They adopted the plan of broadening the streets and 
penetrating cities with thoroughfares and ring roads (Zhou, 2005). The plan for Beijing’s second 
ring road was initiated to meet the need of the growing vehicular traffic. The project started in 
the 1960s and was partly put into service. After the 1980s, the existing second ring road became 
one of the city’s most congested roads and couldn't meet the requirements of city transportation. 
During the course of the second ring road renewal project, seven flyovers were implemented (see 
Fig 23). The south part of the second ring road was the last phase of the entire project. In 
September 1992, the entire line of Beijing’s second ring road was open to traffic with 
twenty-nine flyovers.  
 
Figure 23: One interchange of the second ring road 
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3.2 Current relationship analysis between the second ring road and the city moat 
The south section of the second ring road was built closely along the BSM park, skirting the 
outside of the old city. A typical ring road in Chinese cities normally has two side roads for each 
direction to both sides of the main road. In the case of the Beijing second ring road, only one side 
road is placed across the city moat for both directions (see Fig 24, 25). The main road and the 
side road are connected approximately every half a kilometer with bridges. As mentioned earlier 
in Part two, the bridges across the river mainly served as vehicular use with narrow pedestrian 
sidewalks. The speed limit of the second ring road is set to be 80 km/h (approx. 50 mph) though 
it is congested by traffic for most of the time during rush hours and even non rush hours. The 
ring road contains four lanes excluding the emergency lane and does not have a single traffic 
light. Hence, no pedestrian crossing is set up and pedestrians and bikers have to either step up on 
the bridge or step down to the tunnel to get across the second ring road. The bike lanes are 
currently placed to the side roads and separated from the auto-lane with simple solid white lines. 
The second ring road’s south section is approximately 10 kilometers long and equally divided 
into two parts by Yongding Gate locating at the midpoint.  
 
The landscape along the second ring road mainly contains the two river banks with trees and 
greenery planted, but it is cramped comparing to the width of the road. In short, ever since it was 
constructed and put into use, the second ring road has acted as the physical and social barrier 
separating the inner city and outer city with a wide motorway and is poorly landscaped. Before 
the restoration in the beginning of the twenty-first century, the city moat was gradually 
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marginalized and disappeared from people’s everyday use with the ring road express way 
blocking the view of the river. It was even once notorious for its contaminated water and low 
level of water. The situation became much better after the river restoration, but it is still, to some 
extent, underutilized and neglected with the existence of the urban expressway. 
 
Figure 24: Diagram illustrating the relationship between the roads and the moat 
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Figure 25: The second ring road and the Beijing South Moat 
 
3.3 Madrid Rio Case Study 
Manzanares River is a river in central Spain. It begins in the Sierra de Guadarrama, and flows 
into the Jarama River. Although not necessarily being one of the city’s attractions even until 
recently, the water of the Manzanares River provided the city of Madrid the chance to prosper 
and grow. It has shaped the city fabric. The fact that the river was relatively shallow yet suffered 
from violent flooding led the inhabitants in the past to build the city to the east of the river. 
Before the Spanish Civil War, Manzanares River had been an inspiration for artists, poets, and 
painters to create art. Back then, the riparian space of Manzanares was a vibrant place that was 
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normally occupied by the royal family and the upper class to enjoy and do activities like dancing, 
picnicking. Many artists recorded such scenes of recreation along the river, such as the famous 
Spanish painter Francisco de Goya, who created the ​Dance on the Bank of Manzanares ​(see Fig 
26). Later on, during the Spanish Civil War, the river played a key role as the defensive border 
for the Republican forces (​Zaino, 2017​). The riverbank historically had been a public space that 
carries much memories and significance for the people of Madrid.  
  
Figure 26: A painting by Francisco de Goya featuring the Manzanares River 
 
In the 1960s and 1970s, the city of Madrid experienced a rapid industrial development. The 
M-30 highway, built in the 1970, is the third ring road of Madrid of which the western branch 
partially sits along the Manzanares River. The idea was to follow to American model of 
redistributing traffic to improve the periphery’s connection. After then, similar to the BSM park 
and many riparian spaces around the world, the riverbank of Manzanares became physical, 
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social, and psychological urban barrier that divided the inner city and outside neighborhoods. 
The motorway boundary made it nearly impossible for pedestrians to walk across the river, so 
the riparian space along the river was inaccessible to pedestrians. What’s more, the M-30 was 
once the most congested road in Spain, which caused much noise and pollution for the nearby 
residents. Over time, the once vibrant human-scale riverbank space was turned into an area 
frequented by criminals because it was isolated from daily interactions of local residents 
(Hernández-Lamas, Rubio Gavilán, Bernabeu-Larena, 2016). In addition to the negative effects 
for the people, the construction of the M-30 highway also had a major impact on the river 
ecology.  
   
Figure 27: Madrid Rio Under Construction           Figure 28: bird’s-eye view of the Madrid Rio 
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           Figure 29: Section Analysis of Madrid Rio 
In 2003, after three decades of complaining from the local residents, the municipality finally 
decided to recondition the M-30 highway, and proposed burying the existing western branch into 
an underground tunnel, which would allow the river to be reconnected to the city center. The 
M-30’s reconstruction involved a submerging a 30-kilometer segment of the highway, which 
opened up an area of 120 hectares for public space. In 2005, three architecture studios and a 
Dutch landscape firm won the international competition of innovative ideas to design the newly 
created space. They were Burgos & Garrido, Porras & La Casta y Rubio & Álvarez-Sala, and 
West 8, respectively. From its source 2,350 meters above sea level, the Manzanares River runs 
through various environments. Within the area of the new open space, three important green 
areas are distributed along Manzanares River -Casa de Campo, Arganzuela Park, and South 
Manzanares Park. The interdisciplinary team from the four winning firms managed to connect 








The idea of hiding the M-30 highway and giving the open spaces back to people lays a good 
foundation in terms of pedestrian accessibility. Instead of having to cross the highway by taking 
a bridge, or a detour, this idea blends the Madrid Rio park into the city edge. The park now is 
part of the inner-city, and can be entered from almost everywhere from the inner-city edge. 
 
 
Although a widely recognized success, the cost of a mega project like Madrid Rio is always a big 
concern. The reason Madrid Rio was able to be implemented was not only thanks to pressure 
from the people and planners. Politics played a crucial role as well. Alberto Ruiz-Gallardon was 
the mayor of Madrid from 2003 to 2011. He was referred to as “The Pharaoh” for his 
over-ambitious and visionary governing characteristics. He adopted a strategy of introducing 
massive infrastructure projects when he led the city of Madrid to bid for the 2012 and 2016 
Olympics. Being one of the more than 70 major construction projects, Madrid Rio was delayed 
significantly and had overran two times as the original expected cost even when many unusual 
measures were promised and implemented during its planning process. Consequently, the cost of 
Madrid Rio project contributed to Madrid’s debt and led the city into bankruptcy. Although the 
local residents are now enjoying the beautiful riparian space along the riverside, they suffered 
during its construction. For half a decade, they lived with its noise, pollution, and inconvenience. 
Being one of the largest construction projects in Europe at that time, it was also burdening the 
people with increased taxes. Madrid Rio received many complaints and critiques from the people 
and the experts. “Carrying out a development that generates a debt for the next 45 years is not 
the best way to face the future” (Basurama, 2013). “How many tens or hundreds of thousands of 
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social housing units for young people could be financed with that amount of money? How many 
kindergarten places and nursing homes for the elderly? How many programmes to support 
vocational training, technological innovation and the formation of new companies?” (López de 
Lucio, 2004) The project was very controversial. It was criticized for being too rushed and 
politically influenced, instead of being part of a more deliberate, healthy, and incremental 
planning process.  
 
3.4 Recommendations for BSM 
In the recent decade, with rapid urbanization, the Chinese government along with some big 
corporations has invested and implemented a great number of infrastructure projects all over the 
country. In the past, to realize those costly mega projects, one of the preconditions of this is that 
the Chinese government manages to concentrate great resources and capital. Today, there are 
more public private partnerships to build infrastructure in Chinese cities. Cost has become one of 
the most important factors when proposing a mega project. Madrid Rio project’s idea to 
submerge the highway has positively contributions to the city’s built environment and people’s 
experience with the riparian space, but the cost is tremendous both financially and in regard to 
the inconvenience and nuisance during the construction due to the unprecedented scale of the 
project. Besides, the entire course of the second ring road passes through the city’s most 
prosperous and core districts which is much longer than the tunnel section of M-30 highway in 
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However, the idea could be adopted in part for the second ring road. Already some sections of 
the highway are lowered at the gateway points to allow the cross streets to stay at ground. This 
offers a good opportunity to give relatively feasible recommendations. Instead of eliminating the 
negative effect of the entire second ring road, the expressway can be transformed into an 
underground tunnel only at the section adjacent to the gates. The current situation of the 
Yongding Gate area is similar to the preliminary tentative plan of such an idea, but the area 
above ground need to be pedestrian-oriented rather than having those wide arteries blocking 
pedestrians’ access. That being said, the current arteries running north-south will be lowered to 
below ground sandwiched between the ground level pedestrians’ open space and the 
underground second ring road expressway.  
 
               BSM park  North-south expressway Second ring road 
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To further explain, there will be three levels at each gate’s section. The ground level will be large 
open space designated to pedestrians with a great number of cultural-related amenities and 
exhibitions, which can be divided into sections programed with different themes. The 
underground level will be the tunnel for auto-vehicles running north-south. The underground 
level two will be the current second ring road expressway, which may be lowered deeper 
depending on the analysis of spatial engineering. For a few traffic nodes like the Yongding Gate, 
achieving such a vision should not be very challenging. There are also many traffic nodes 
adjacent to the gates where the second ring road is elevated rather than lowered. In these cases, 
implementing this idea will be relatively harder yet should still be feasible. By doing so, the most 
parts of the second ring road will remain as it currently looks but the key segments are opened up 
for people, which reduces the negative effect of the expressway and reconnects the inner and 
outer city physically and socially at potentially much less cost than the Madrid Rio project. Even 
if due to reasons like cost, and engineering difficulties, such a vision cannot be implemented, a 
compromised plan could still be adopted. The current motorway from north to south could 
remained at ground level, but its width of which should be narrowed, and traffic lights should be 
installed for pedestrian crossings.  
 
Part 4. Beijing South Moat Riparian Park as a Modern Public Space 
 
4.1 The past and present of public spaces in Beijing 
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To study the history of the BSM’s riparian space, I interviewed my grandfather and my father, 
who both were born, raised, and spent a large portion of their lives right next to the moat. My 
grandfather was born in 1936, and he grew up in the 1940s to 1950s, which was the era of the 
Liberation War and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China and a socialist model. 
My father was born in 1968, and grew up during the next period of dramatic social and economic 
change when the country opened its doors to the foreign economic systems. (See appendix). 
 
Back in the 1940s to 1950s, the BSM was a narrow, unpolluted, ungoverned water channel 
without any solid river banks. Due to the fact that not much transportation existed and the river 
only had dirt slope banks back then, there were practically no barriers to the waterfront. Trees 
and landscape hadn’t been planted yet. People, especially kids and including my grandfather, 
usually did activities like catching fish and shrimp, swimming, and playing games by the 
riverside during summer times. The main users of the riverside back then were mainly nearby 
residents. The overall situation did not change much from the 1950s to 1980s. However, because 
of population growth, the residents by the river multiplied. Also, since the 1960s, the government 








Figure 31: Beijing South Moat in the 1950s 
 
Figure 32: People engaging the Beijing South Moat in the 1950s 
 
 
Although no linear park existed back then, before the 1980s, the BSM riverside actually had 
better pedestrian accessibility than today. People did not need to worry about crossing roads. 
Besides, getting to the waterfront was a pleasant thing to do, leading to many water-related 
activities like fishing and swimming, which cannot possibly be achieved today. Nonetheless, on 
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account of the limited transportation system, people living outside the walking distance could not 
get to the riverside easily, so there weren’t many users from other areas (Zhao, 2017). 
 
4.2 Current situation and issues of BSM park’s public space 
After the restoration process for the river began in the early 21​st​ century, the BSM park started to 
attract an increasing number of people to engage with the riverside. The water quality has 
improved significantly to a level that once again can support aquatic life. More and better 
landscapes have been implemented in the park with different themes matching seasonal changes. 
To attract and accommodate more users, much basic infrastructure and amenities were also 
constructed, such as, benches, staircases, trash bins, public bathrooms, and so on. “ I think it was 
2000s when the landscape started to change. The night illumination was also introduced in the 
beginning of the new century. The river conditions got better, and the renovation of the riverside 
was started. When I go to the riverside park now with your mom, I see people walking around, 
watching the sunset, running, working out, dancing, and singing on the river banks. I have heard 
that the government is even working on offering tourist boats on the river in the near future!” 
said by my father (Zhao, 2017). 
 
During winter times, even though with multiple signs say “no fishing, no swimming, no skating” 
in the park, a few groups of people still fish underneath the bridges (see Fig 33). When the 
temperature drops under zero Celsius and the river is frozen, there will normally be a few people 
ice-skating (see Fig 34), attracts crowds to watch on the riverbanks. On some nice sunny 
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afternoons, the folk “artists” come to the park to play instruments just for fun. Walkers, runners, 
and bikers are more commonly seen.  
  
  Figure 33: People fishing on the BSM         Figure 34: People ice-skating on the BSM 
Some people, especially retired people, come to sit on the benches for the entire afternoon to 
enjoy the sunlight and to watch other people. Other amenities on the street level have been built 
as well, such as Chinese style pavilions and galleries, benches and chairs, chess tables. People 
walk dogs, rest on the benches, and play chess all year round.  
         
Figure 35: A person playing violin                      Figure 36: Aged people relaxing on benches 
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To the north side of the moat, a primary school was relocated along the street a few years ago. 
Everyday around 4 pm, a section of the park suddenly turns into a fantasyland for the kids. 
Students along with their parents get across the street to enjoy the riverfront after school.  
 
Figure 37: Kids and their parents after school       Figure 38: People playing chess 
 
However, despite these positive changes, the BSM park has a long way to go to be a more 
successful public park. It still has many weaknesses that need to be improved in the future.  
 
The park needs some effort to increase not only the accessibility to the park but also within the 
park itself. A great effort has been made to increase the accessibility from the street level to enter 
the riverside park with halfway platforms and various kinds of stair cases, but it is not enough for 
a park that potentially serves as the greenbelt of the city with population over twenty million. As 
discussed in the earlier part, getting across the river on foot is not easy because most of the 
bridges are designated for motor-vehicles and are typically more than one kilometer apart from 
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each other. To get across the river from one of the riverbanks, people need to first walk up to the 
street level, then get on the noisy and polluted bridges, and finally walk downstairs to get to the 
other riverbank. Even walking along one side of the riverbank is difficult because people often 
need to lower their heads to be able to pass underneath the bridges. The signs are tagged on the 
bridge with words like “Watch Your Head” (see Fig 40). There even are some bridges that block 
the riverbank sidewalk because they are too low for people to pass under at all (see Fig 39). On 
the contrary, Madrid Rio never encounters the issue of inaccessibility.  
    
   Figure 39: inaccessible riverbank       Figure 40 :Low bridges signed with “Watch Your Head”   
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Figure 41: Diagram showing accessibility situation of the BSM park 
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The relationship between people and water has not been emphasized through proper design. 
Currently, there is no public way for people to physically and legally reach the water. It is a 
natural desire for many people to get closer to the water. Historically, humans have had a close 
relationship to water, developing settlements on rivers and using them for transportation. In fact, 
Chinese civilization is founded in many ways on its interactions with two major rivers: The 
Yellow River and The Yangtze River. The connection with water is deep in the culture of China. 
This connection can be seen today in all seasons. Even in winter people ignore the signs that 
prohibit access to the river so that they can touch the ice, walk or skate on it. Before the river was 
restored, people were freer to engage with the water and experience it as a dynamic ecological 
belt of the city. With its restoration, access to the river water has been prohibited, perhaps 
because of concerns over the water pollution, public health and safety. But these reasons should 
not be an excuse for closing off this valuable space from the public. With good design, these 
problems can be addressed. The BSM park has the potential to become one of the most attractive 
water-based parks for the city for recreation and leisure throughout the year. 
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The park currently lacks an adequate mix of amenities and nearby retailers. It is without question 
that the riverside park’s facilities and amenities have largely increased comparing to the 90s and 
earlier time. We should also give credit to the city government who has been promoting the 
distribution of public restrooms all over the core districts of Beijing, which also provides several 
public restrooms along the course of the BSM park (see Fig 43). It is in fact, more convenient to 
find a restroom in the BSM than in the Madrid Rio park where people have to look for a café to 
answer a call of nature. Ironically, part of the Madrid Rio park’s theme is to merge nature 
landscape with human life. The amenities on the site are still limited to a few benches, restrooms, 
and a few culture-related structures. Furthermore, there is very little active retail nearby. The 
residential land use occupies a majority of land along the north side of the park, which in the 
context of planning in China, is not allowed to be mixed with other types of land uses. 
Consequently, the users of the park are not close to places with drinks and food. There is also a 
problem with safety because of the lack of lighting at night. Because there are so few adjacent 
commercial businesses, the park is quite dark and empty during night time, which does not offer 
the users the sense of safety, let alone a vibrant and attractive space.  
 
The issue of lack of pedestrian connectivity of the two riverbanks has been identified in the 
previous parts. A public space will not be considered successful without good public 
accessibility to the place. Ever since Beijing recovered from the wars, this issue has been 
bothering the nearby residents for half a century. The reduction in population living nearby over 
time was alleviated the concern on the lack of pedestrian connectivity, but the situation has 
become worse since the river restoration started after 2000. It is much harder and illegal to walk 
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on the ice during winter times with the construction of the protective fences, which have 
reinforced the safety and regulation of the park. The riverside park is poorly accessible not only 
for the nearby residents, but also for the people coming from other parts of the city. There are 
currently four subway lines crossing the BSM, two of which are the city’s busiest lines which 
each carry over a million passengers every day. Nonetheless, there is not even a single subway 
station that is within ten minutes’ walk to the park, let alone a park-designated station. One 
reason is that the subway system of Beijing is not the ideal model comparing to other global 
cities: most of the subway stations are more than a kilometer away from each other. More 
importantly, it is obvious that the park has not been considered one of the crucial nodes of the 
city which acquires its own subway station to be more inclusive to the city’s residents.  
 
4.3a Case Study of Madrid Rio 
The city of Madrid is known for its great walkability and vibrant public realm. In addition to be a 
popular public space, the design of Madrid Rio Park serves the city an as an ecological greenbelt. 
The entire course of the Madrid Rio green corridor connects to many other existing parks, such 
as Casa de Campo, Parque Lineal Manzanares Norte. The Madrid Rio itself is also known for 
being well-covered by greenery and trees, which plays a very important role as the city’s 
greenbelt and contributes to the city’s ecological environment. The ecology aspect is only one 
benefit people receive from the project. The carefully design of the public space for Madrid Rio 
adds even more value to the project and the city as a whole. According to the designers, six 
landscape types are incorporated into the site, which are ​mountain range, travel to Lisbon, line in 
history, meeting with the bank, river remains: Arganzuela Park, and water and blood, 
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respectively ​(Hernandez, Lamas). This study will not discuss every landscape of Madrid Rio, but 
will pick out the ideas that can be applied to the BSM park. Some of the design ideas behind the 
landscapes have been discussed and applied to the BSM park in Part two. This section’s study of 
Madrid Rio will focus on the public space aspect of the landscape ideas.  
 
Figure 44: Madrid Rio park 
 
Although most of the riverbank is concrete which doesn’t allow people direct access to the water, 
docks are built on the surface of the river. In terms of public transportation accessibility, four 
subway lines are easily reachable from the park by walking, of which a total of six subway 
stations are located within three minutes’ walk to the park, three for each bank of the river. 
Among the six subway stations, the Principe Pio metro station is a historically significant station 
of the city and was renovated in 1995 to serve as the station for two subway lines, the Spanish 
Railways, and the bus terminal of various bus routes. It is currently also an entertainment 
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complex with shops and theaters. In addition to the subway system, the riparian park is served by 
a number of bus stops, which further increase the accessibility to the park by public transit.  
                 
Figure 45: Subway stations nearby Madrid Rio         Figure 46: Public accessibility analysis 
 
The Madrid Rio park provides a great deal of public amenities, benches, fountains, and bike 
trails. In addition to these basic amenities, 17 different play areas designed for kids can be found 
on the site, which has attracted hundreds of thousands of families with kids to come and play. 
The graffities painted underneath the bridges indicate that the park is also popular among 
teenagers and street artists. When exploring the park, I saw kids and teenagers with skateboards 
and roller skates enjoying themselves in the park, people of all ages playing on the swings and 
seesaws, and elderly people sitting on benches enjoying the sunshine. In the new Arganzuela 
Park, which is a part of the Madrid Rio Project, landscapes of stones and water fountains are 
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brought into the project to reflect the wet and dry characteristics of the city, and evoke the 
natural mountain landscape. Differently themed botanical areas are introduced and implemented 
in the park, interspersed with recreational facilities, sports field, skating rinks, and playgrounds.  
 
In a nutshell, ever since it was completed, due to its great accessibility and deliberately and 
exclusively designed public realm, the Madrid Rio park has become one of the most attractive 
places in the city to both the local residents and the tourists.  
  
  Figure 47: Kids-friendly amenities                          Figure 48: People play on swings 
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4.3b Case Study of Cheonggyecheon 
Similar to the speed of China’s development in the recent decades but perhaps not the scale, 
Korea’s economy boomed after the Korean War (1950 - 1953) and Korean cities experienced a 
rapid modernizing period with a large amount of reconstruction. It was not until the 1990s when 
the nation emerged from poverty that the government and people realized the importance of 
preserving the traditional spatial environments. Among all the revalued and redesigned projects, 
the Cheonggyecheon Project is one of the most iconic and well-known projects by reason of its 
historical value and the success of spatial transformation. Cheonggyecheon is a stream that flows 
through the middle of the core districts of Seoul. Historically, it served as the main water source 
of the capital and played an important role for the residents’ urban lives. After the Korean War, 
the over populated refugee camp that was formed along the stream significantly affected the 
quality of the water and it was turned into a sewer. To minimize the negative health and visual 
effects to the public , the waterway was covered over for an expressway. At that time, highways 
were seen as a symbol of modernity. Later on, the elevated highway became notorious for its 
traffic congestions, noise, pollution, and general unattractive environment (Ryu, Kwon, 2016). 
  
Figure 51: Cheonggyecheon after the Korean War 
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At the start of the twenty-first century, under the leadership of the city and the support from the 
public, Cheonggyecheon waterway was successfully restored. Between 2003 and 2005, the 
elevated roadway was removed and the waterway was opened up. To compensate for the loss of 
the expressway, the city implemented strategies to improve public transit and discourage using 
private cars. Today, it is one of the city’s most visited public spaces. It typically attracts over 
60,000 visitors a day (Wang, 2014). 
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In addition to the great effort on the expressway demolition and the river restoration, the 
transformation of the Cheonggyecheon river’s restoration also demonstrates an opportunity to 
transform a car-oriented product of modernization to a nature-filled public space. This dramatic 
redesign has spurred not only other riparian space redevelopment projects in Korea, but also 
captured the world’s attention. Green features were massively brought to the riparian space to 
increase the ecological atmosphere. Twenty-one new bridges, including a few pedestrian bridges, 
were implemented and constructed linking the two banks to reconnect the urban fabric. Two 
plazas, eight thematic places, along with a great effort to provide pedestrian amenities embrace 
the idea of human-scaled urban design. People don’t only come during day times. At night, as 
one of the city’s most prosperous areas after the redevelopment, the riparian park is illuminated 
by the surrounding streets’ and shops’ lights. Additionally, ambient lighting systems are also 
embedded into the riverbank’s structure, which not only provides better lighting, but also create 
beautiful scenes along the waterway. More importantly, there’s one thing that has not been 
realized by most of the riparian development projects but the Cheonggyecheon project: various 
ways of physical access to water. A great portion of the 5.8 kilometers course of the riparian 
space is designated to be water accessible with various design elements like staircases which can 
also be used as seating, and river crossing stone steps. During the temperature friendly seasons, 
people enjoy siting on the staircases and watch kids playing on the stone steps. Because of the 
relatively shallow river course, parts of the sections are designed to allow people to best engage 
with the river: taking off their shoes and stepping into the water. Some sections of the park even 
allow people to swim in the river.  
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Figure 57: People sitting along the river and crossing the river by the steps 
 
In addition to the physical attempts, the riparian park also enriches people’s cultural life. 
Pedestrian underpasses exist in the park to make the park accessible by the public. However, 
rather than a bleak and long underground tunnel in the BSM park, an underpass in 
Cheonggyecheon was turned into a small museum to explain the history and benefits of the 
Cheonggyecheon redevelopment project. The Cheonggyecheon also hosts different kinds of 
events and installations every year, including technology elements like the temporary 
hydro-powered cell phone charger. To memorialize the history of the elevated expressway, three 
of the columns which once supported the highway were left on the site as witnesses.  
 
 
4.4 Recommendations for BSM 
 
 
Recommendation 1: Add BRT Station and Bus Stops to the BSM Park 
In the long term, as the park is more carefully planned and designed, it has the potential to 
become one of the most important mixed-use parks in Beijing. To achieve such a vision, the first 
and most important thing the BSM park should do is to increase the accessibility both within the 
park and to the park. It is predicted that additional subway stations will be proposed in 
accordance with the park simultaneously when it becomes the green hinge connecting the old 
Beijing area and outer city area. In the short term, there is not much we can do to improve the 
subway system as the government’s current goal regarding the subway system is still to meet the 
needs of commuters. However, more bus stops can be added adjacent to the site. For instance, 
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the Beijing BRT route is running on the central axis north-south. Currently, no stop has been 
proposed on the Yongding Bridge. The closest stops to the park are both 500 meters away one to 
the north of the park and one to the south. Adding a bus stop would be much easier than 
implementing a subway station, which typically needs more than a year and creates abundant 
nuisance and pollutions to the nearby neighborhood at the same time. Therefore, instead of trying 
to physically improve the accessibility right away, manipulating the current bus transit system, 
like rerouting and adding bus stops for certain bus routes, is the better short-term strategy to 
enhance the park’s external accessibility.  
 
 
Figure 58: the BRT buses running by Yongding Gate without stopping  
 
Recommendation 2: Promote Bike Shares for the BSM Park 
Moreover, with a quick development of bike share industry in Chinese cities, shared bikes are 
now everywhere in major Chinese cities. To better regulate the shared bike uses, the bike share 
companies normally assign a number of locations in the city to be the designated pick up / drop 
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off point where many bikes are delivered manually by the companies. Most of these assigned 
locations are at the subway station or gates of the communities. Similar to scale of Madrid Rio, 
the BSM park is relatively large, which provides the opportunity to attract not only the walkers 
and runners, but also cyclists. In Madrid, the technological approach of bike share has not yet 
been popularized. Hence, most of the users who would like to bike in the park would have to rent 
bikes at nearby bike rental locations. Nevertheless, the BSM park now has the chance to take 
advantage of the country’s fast developing technology. It will be very helpful to improve the 
BSM park’s non-vehicular traffic circulation by incentivizing the bike share companies to add a 
few assigned locations nearby the park. It provides people another way of accessing and 
engaging the park with a very low cost.  
 
 
Figure 59: a bike share designated pickup/drop off location 
 
 
Recommendation 3: Pedestrian-only Bridges 
 
Regarding increasing the pedestrian connectivity of the two river banks, the idea of 
pedestrian-only bridge as was done in Madrid Rio could work for to the BSM park. Currently, 
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crossing the moat on foot is an inconvenience and unfriendly, as nearly all of the bridges across 
the moat are designed for auto-vehicles. The only exception is the Yongding bridge, which is on 
the central axis of the city and contains an extremely wide pedestrian walkway sandwiched 
between the two directions of traffic. This walkway is out of scale for pedestrians, and is 
designed to emphasize the magnificence and importance of the central axis (see Fig 60). This 
walkaway is also hard for people to access, especially when entering from the south to cross the 
bridge. People have to use a long and dark underground passage cross under the two auto-traffic 
roads to enter the bridge’s central walkway (see Fig 61). For centuries, getting across the river 
has been an inconvenience experience for nearby residents. Decades ago, people still had the 
choice getting across the river by walking on the frozen water during winter time. After the river 
restoration, the only way to get across the river is to walk on the motor-oriented bridges, which 
are typically one kilometer away from each other. Under these conditions, incorporating a few 
pedestrian-only bridges would be much better for promoting the accessibility and experience of 
crossing the moat on foot.  
 
Figure 60: Walkway of the Yongding Bridge Figure 61: Underground pedestrian tunnel  
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Recommendation 4: Improve Connection to Water 
Comparing to the two recent projects in Madrid and Seoul, the BSM park has its strength of 
relatively wide and deep watercourse. The Manzanares river in Madrid has been ridiculed for its 
weak water flow for centuries. Before the river restoration effort, it almost disappeared both 
physically and in the Madrilenians’ conversations. Though the Han river, which is one of the 
most important rivers of South Korea, flows through the city of Seoul, the Cheonggyecheon is 
actually one of the streams of Han river. The stream is even shallow enough for people to step in 
the water. Hence, it is obviously not possible for the BSM park to implement the facilities that 
allow people to step into the water during summer time. Nonetheless, as discussed in Part two, 
the idea of introducing tourist boats would be a great opportunity to enhance the water engaging 
experience that Madrid Rio and Cheonggyecheon cannot achieve due to their limited river width 
and depth. Apart from diffusing culture and history related purposes, the tourist boats will also 
vitalize the riparian space of the BSM, which will attract more people to enjoy watching the 
boats come and go just like watching the ice skaters. It even has the potential to become the new 
icon of the inland city. The approach of water interaction can also be enhanced by reshaping the 
riverbanks of the BSM. Currently, the entire course of the two riverbanks is uniformly designed 
as straight concrete banks with white protective fences along the edge. Admittedly, this 
consistent design may fit the moat’s original character of seriousness, as it was built primarily for 
the purpose of defending the city. However, it is better to spatially exhibit the history of the moat 
and the city to people using the approaches and methods that are discussed in Part two. To 
emphasize the relationship between people and the river and to diversify the riverbanks, 
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staircases leading to the river and water platforms can be implemented to the riverside space. 
Moreover, building more related facilities to legitimize the water engaging activities like fishing 
and ice-skating, would also encourage more people to get closer to the water. The purpose of the 
riparian park should not be regulating people to stay away from the water but to guide people to 
engage the water with a safe and proper way.  
 
Recommendation 5: Designated Themes Responding to Different Sections 
It is true that the entire length of the Beijing city moat is divided into a number of different 
sections which has its own name, but the names are vague without clear themes and accessible 
plain language. For the entire loop park along the second ring road, designated themes in 
response to the characters of different sections should be incorporated to the park’s improvement 
work. Generally speaking, according to the land use map of the adjacent area of the second ring 
road, residential use accounts for a large percentage of the land use adjacent to the north and 
south sections of the second ring road, including the BSM park area. In addition, several 
significant historical sites are located nearby the north and south sections as well. Whereas in the 
west and east sections of the second ring road, more office/commercial buildings were built 
along the expressway. It would better meet the needs of nearby residents if history and local 
community related themes were assigned to the north and south sections of the loop and more 
kids/elders friendly amenities were constructed accordingly in these two sections. Likewise, the 
nearby office workers would appreciate and engage the park more if the sections adjacent to the 
office buildings could provide more lunch tables and chairs in the park. My mother, who has 
worked in an office building next to the west section of the second ring road, often says how she 
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enjoys the riparian park every business day during her lunch break. However, at the end of the 
conversation, she never forgets to add on that, “it is such a pity that there is no lunch friendly 
spaces where my colleagues and I can enjoy lunch together.”(Jiang, 2018)  
 
Recommendation 6: Incorporate Small Businesses and Social Events  
Lastly, with a relatively lower priority than the above approaches, incorporating commercial 
activities and social events will drive the BSM park to potentially become another popular site 
both for residents and tourists. For a park that aims to become one of city’s the most attractive 
destinations, natural resources cannot be the only part attracting people. They need a reason more 
than the green and blue to gather together in a park. The Cheonggyecheon could not be as 
successful as it is now attracting both residents and tourist without the existence of the nearby 
merchants and the cultural events. 
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Figure 62: Land use map of the adjacent area of the second ring road.  
 
On the contrary, the Madrid Rio only has a very few cafes and vending machines in the park. 
Though Madrid is well-known for its street cafes and restaurants, the areas adjacent to the 
Madrid Rio park is not vibrant enough to be attractive to people who do not live close to the 
park. The number of ground-level retail along the park is limited. This weakness is further 
amplified by the fact that the Madrid Rio park is enormous. The users of the park normally spend 
hours doing activities in the park. Having been to Madrid for several times, I personally have 
visited the park more than ten times. Every time after a couple of hours interacting with the park, 
I had to leave for drinks or food. At night, people rarely visit the Madrid Rio park even though 
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the lighting condition is fairly good. In addition, among the different lists of interest points in 
Madrid, it is also rare to see the name of the Madrid Rio park. Except for the local residents, it is 
mostly visited by people with professional relation to the park, such as designers, planners, 
photographers. It is proper to say that the BSM park has a long way to reach the level of 
attractiveness as Madrid Rio has. Due to the lack of connectivity within the park and the width of 
the park, people often spend less than an hour in the park. However, once the BSM park 
addressed the physical issues and becomes more attractive as a natural riparian space to people, 
commercial activities and social events are crucial to both meet the needs of current users and 
provide the potential visitors a stronger and more comprehensive reason to visit the park.  
 
Part 5. Conclusion 
 
The previous three parts of this thesis have discussed the objectives the BSM park should 
achieve on the way to become the key to reviving city history, better urban expressway 
landscape, and more attractive modern public space, respectively. The objectives from these 
three parts can be divided into four categories: cultural heritage, reconnecting segmented spaces, 
non-vehicular traffic, and placemaking (see Fig 63). The cultural heritage category contains the 
recommendations of incorporating slideshow, tour boat, and small businesses and social events. 
The reconnecting segmented spaces category has three recommendations: submerging the 
expressway at nodes, adding BRT station and bus stops, and building pedestrian-only bridges. 
The non-vehicular traffic category contains promoting bike shares for the BSM park and 
building pedestrian-only bridges. Last but not least, the placemaking category includes the 
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recommendations of improving connection to water, introducing designated themes responding 
to each section, and incorporating small businesses and social events.  
 
 
Figure 63: Diagram illustrating the relationship between the recommendations and the categories 
 
 
The limitation of this thesis are the lack of statistics and planning process discussion. The cost 
and stakeholders of the project are not stated in detail. There are also other relevant riparian park 
case studies that are not included in this thesis, including Hudson River Park, Valencia River 
Park, and San Antonio Riverwalk. Due to the limitation of time and length of this thesis, it only 
focuses on the analysis of a section of the BSM park. However, the recommendations are 
applicable to the whole length of the BSM park as well as the entire belt form park along the 
second ring road.  
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Looking into the future, with the economic development and standard of living improvement, 
Chinese people will put forward higher demand for both the quantity and quality of public spaces 
in the Chinese cities. Different from most of the developed countries, the green and open spaces 
in Chinese cities are largely located in gated communities rather than truly accessible by the 
public. Besides, parks in Beijing are normally related to historical assets, such as the Temple of 
Heaven Park, the Temple of Earth Park, the Temple of the Sun Park. A great majority of them 
are accessible with an entry fee. Having been overlooked and underrated for decades, the BSM 
park has increasingly drawn the attention of the public and the government thanks to its vital 
location and significant historical value. After nearly decade of renovation and redesigning, the 
current BSM park has already met many nearby residents’ thirst of public space. In the long-term 
perspective, just like Madrid Rio to Madrid, the Cheonggyechoen to Seoul, the Beijing South 
Moat Park has great potential to become the Beijing’s irreplaceable cultural greenbelt and serve 
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Interviewee: Jinbao Zhao (Grandfather) 
Background 
Jinbao Zhao, who is my grandfather, was born and raised right next to the Beijing South Moat. 
He witnessed the entire transformation of the South Moat from the 1940s until now. My 
grandfather doesn't speak English, so the entire conversation has been translated into English by 




When and what is your first impression on Beijing South Moat?  
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    Response: The Beijing South Moat has always been there. Since I was eight and nine years 
old, when I was in the primary school, my friends of childhood and I always went to the riverside 
and played around.  
 
Question 2:  
What was the river condition back then? And riverside?  
    Response: It was more like a water channel than a river, because the river course is pretty 
narrow. The river is so clear that you can see all the way to the bottom. It felt like all nature. 
There were no river banks, only soil slopes. Basically no trees or greenings could be seen on site.  
 
Question 3:  
What were the main activities at the riverside?  
    Response: They were mostly kids who occupied the riverside area and playing games. I was 
one of them. We got into the water and caught fishes, shrimps, and sometimes swam in the river. 
Back then, there were always many dragonflies during the summer and we caught them by using 
nets. We had so much fun!  
 
Question 4:  
What was the transportation system like? Can people trespass the road to get to the riverside?  
    Response: There was no transportation back then! Certainly, the second ring road had not been 
built, and not even simple roads. In the 80s, the dirt road was constructed and rarely had cars 
passed by. So, getting to the waterfront was without obstruction. We got to the waterfront every 
single day!  
 
Question 5:  
Who were the users? Were they mainly nearby residents or also people from elsewhere?  
    Response: They were mainly nearby residents. Not many households existed surrounding the 
river. Normally, no people from elsewhere would come to the riverside.  
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Today, do you still go to the riverside? What for? What’s your impression on it?  
    Response: Yes. Sometimes your grandma and me still go to the South Moat riverside to go for 
a walk. It is now much much better than what it was 50, 60 years ago. I can now see more trees 
and flowers. However, I guess one thing I miss is reaching to the waterfront. Now I cannot reach 
the water because of the river banks.  
 
Interview Two 
Interviewee: Guoliang Zhao (Father) 
Background: Same to my grandfather, my father was also born and raised next to the riverside. 
His childhood time was 1970s to 1980s. My father does speak English, but the conversation was 
in Chinese, so it is translated into English by myself as well.  
 
Question1 
What was the condition back then?  
    Response: Similar to the situation at your grandpa’s childhood time, there was dirt slopes, dirt 
roads and no river banks when I was a kid. Activities were also swimming, fishing, and running. 
However, since the 1960s, the government started to plant trees and greenings. When it came to 
my childhood time, there were populous tremula and willows along the riverside.  
 
Question 2: 
What is your current experience with the riverside park?  
    Response: I think it was 2000s when the landscape started to change. The night illumination 
was available since then. The river condition got better, and the renovation of the riverside was 
started. Now, I go to the riverside park every now and then with your mom, walking around, 
watching the sunset. The function of the moat at beginning was mainly defense. Later on, after 
the liberation in 1949, it acted primarily as a drainage channel. Then after the 2000s, it has 
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functions as both drainage channel and public linear park. People now run, work out, dance, sing 
around the river banks. I heard the government even working on offering tourist boats in the 
river in the near future!  
 
However, personally speaking, the riverside park has many drawbacks and need to be improved. 
Getting to the park is not that easy for people who do not live nearby. The subway stations are 
not close to the park, and there are no parking lots. Safety is another issue. At night, I feel afraid 
walking in the connecting tunnels though with lights and CCTV on. Overall, it’s getting better 
and better. I’m excited to see more improvements.  
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